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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

I. Background of the invention 
 

Since February 2003 years, SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and many other 
countries in the world. Its effects had send repercussion throughout the entire international society.  The death 
rate has been high and the Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this.  So China, 
Taiwan , Hong Kong, Singapore and Canada etc. were listed on travel warning district by World Health 
Organization and pecuniary loss surmount thousand a hundred million, Mankind is faced with death threat. 

 
Knowing how to treat the SARS virus infection had became the top most urgent matter in the Southeast 

Asia. During this urgent and difficult period of time, the inventors had came up with an innovative medical 
scheme to save lives, the newest of medical scheme is “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs”.  Due to 
the urgency of saving lives, the draft was fax to the Hong kong chief executive and Chinese leader on 15 May 
2003. The English version was also forwarded to “WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia 
(WDC) and the leaders who were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003. 

 
II. PREFACE 

 
About the functions of the lungs. 
 
The lungs mainly serve to redistribute the blood from the right ventricle via the lung artery to various 

lung sub-arteries and capillary vessels in the alveoli, thus achieving gas exchange introducing oxygen and 
releasing carbon dioxide. Then the blood returns from the lung veins to the left atrium and mixed at a certain 
proportion in the right ventricle. That is the big circulation of oxygen-containing blood in the arteries 
providing energy for the body! (Fig. 1.)  

 
Here the medium for gas exchange is not special, just like pumping the air to the bottom of a fish jar to 

produce bubbles and the oxygen enters the water by rubbing against the external spherical surfaces of the 
rising bubbles. Our alveoli work like the bubbles in the fish jar and have a large surface area for air contact. 
The contact area of the dense alveolus tissues in the lungs is up to 70 m2! Tiny blood vessels are spread over 
the surfaces of these tissues to complete “gas exchange” or, in other words, pulmonary ventilation, via 
distribution through the blood, interstitial layer and cells. That is the basic idea of the lungs according to 
modern medicine. 
 

On the medical history, sort of Lung diseases have been numerous. Tuberculosis used to be an infectious 
disease difficuit to cure.  However, it can be cured 100% thanks to the discovery of multiple antibiotics. 
Infant pneumonia is also a common disease, not to speak of pneumococcus. This article describes how to treat 
SARS. 

 
First, treatment by the traditional Chinese medicine. This method mainly relies on absorption function of 

the 
intestines and stomach, which impedes the development of the traditional Chinese medicine. Traditional 
Chinese prescriptions only help the intestines and stomach to share the burden of the liver, thereby improving 
only our immunity. 
 

However, the prevailing SARS cures at present are based on Western medicine. The Chinese mainland 
advocates such antibiotics like tetracycline and erythromycin while Hong Kong regards ribavirin and steroid as 
effective SARS-containing medicines, but in Canada, which had used Ribavirin for a long time, has now 
stopped using it because it may have serious side effects.  

 
However, no matter how to, the antibiotics is being absorbed by the intestines and stomach or injected via 

the veins, they cannot change the subject of the method of transporting anti-bacterium factors in the blood. We 
call this method blood therapy. Because , many elements in the anti-bacterium factors cannot be absorbed by 
the intestines and stomach, so the Western medicine takes the lead by this therapy. 

 
That is why the medical circles are focusing on how to improve the efficiency of the “anti-bacterium 

factors”. 
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But, as shown in Fig.2, if the injection point is found in the arteries of the lungs, then the “blood therapy” 
may become much more effective, as proven by the noticeable flow ratio of the artery and lung circulation. 
SARS-containing clinical practice is thus more effective. However, we want to point out that the efficiency 
direction of the “anti-bacterium blood therapy” of SARS is wrong. 
 

As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection is a kind of surface ulcerous infection. 
This is a new medical definition, which is likely to revolutionize lung treatment!  Therefore we use a familiar 
industrial term “surface treatment” and to include a technique of supersonic treatment.  This is like applying 
purple liquid medicine to the ulcerous skin which is much more effective than “blood therapy” using any 
antibiotic. 

 
Up to this point, we can optimistically predict that once the “surface treatment” technique which depends 

on various antibiotics recommended has found clinic applications, then a SARS patients need only to go to the 
hospital to have their lungs washed, and SARS will no longer be fatal. At the same time it can also be effective 
for other pneumonia diseases. 

 
Let’s learn something about the physical properties of SARS before dealing with the subject matter of this 

article—SARS treatment:  
 
1. Fig. 3 is downloaded from the Internet. SARS virus is smaller than 50 nanometers. SARS virus has 

numerous crown-like developments, making it absorptive. Overcoming such absorption is significant 
for the “surface treatment” technique recommended in this article. When we contract 
bacterium-induced faucitis, we just wet our throat with brine and the pain immediately subsides, 
because some bacteria are “washed away” by brine, as proven by observing under an electronic 
endoscope. This traditional inflammation relief method through brine is well-known to all. Inspired 
by this idea, I think such a simple method can also prevent SARS virus from entering the lungs 
through the mouth and throat. 

 
2.  Super-small and super-light virus is visible only through an electronic microscope and the 75-nm N95 

standard respirators we use cannot keep out SARS virus, so SARS virus spreads by means of the tiny 
water droplets and dust particles in the air. In view of that, we can work out a series of effective 
preventive measures like the “surface treatment” method recommended in this article. 

 III.  Five lung “surface treatment” methods  

1. Antibiotic gasification and absorption; 
2. Massage and sternutation;  
3. Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes;  
4. Local quick freezing for sterilizing of lung lobes;  
5. I njecting sterilizer into lung lobes. 

Discussion 1   

The method of antibiotic gasification and absorption is not new. This method is effective at the early stage 
of infection and may serve as a preventive measure before and after medical operation. This method 
presupposes that the antibiotic in question must be dissolvable in 37℃ water.  

Discussion 2  

The method of massage and sternutation is more suitably called physical therapy. It works like this: 
pressing the alveoli by applying force on the lungs and detaching the virus from the cell wall of the alveoli. 
Facing the nose toward the sun may help to induce sternutation, which is recommendable at the early stage of 
infection or as a preventive measure. Therefore sunlight sternutation device will be popular on the market. 
Sternutation is the best exercise for the chest and lungs, and sneezing three times a day is good for senior 
citizens. The benefits of such an exercise are hardly known but it is a good piece of news for people with weak 
lungs. This method is just preventive but not effective in detaching the highly absorptive SARS virus.  

Discussion 3  
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Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes is not just a dream. It involves the invention and clinical application 
of external blood oxygen adding device. This method includes liquid medicine submersion and temperature 
difference treatment, the latter being the latest medical concept not only suitable for lung patients but also for 
cancer patients and others. Further exploration of this method may help to replace antibiotic blood therapy 
with this method: 

 a.  External liquid medicine submersion is more flexible that internal liquid medicine submersion. There 
    are a few or no Liquid medicines that do not damage alveolus tissues. However, an effective liquid 
    medicine for lung lobe submersion will be more effective and attractive if combined with supersonic  
    wave.  
  
 b.  What is temperature difference treatment?  The organs and virus under treatment have difference        
    physiological temperature curves. Temperature difference effect is achieved by selecting a 
    temperature point which is fatal to viruses but from which the organs treated can revive. It is not 
    important whether this method is recorded in medical literature, but the method proves simple, the 
    essential point is the revival rate of the organ under treatment. This is therefore a highly 
    recommended method. 

Discussion 4  

Local quick freezing and sterilizing of lung lobes is also based on temperature differences but technically 
it is an improvement from the above three discussions. Taking out lung lobes without cutting off arteries and 
veins may minimize the damage to the organ and inter-organ contact, making this method practical. While it is 
difficult to carry out on Lungs, it is feasible for “semi-detached organs” like. The root of the problem is that 
the quick-freezing equipment involved is not as simple as an ammonia cyclic refrigerator. The clinic freezing 
device must work in contact mode and is capable of lowering the temperature of an organ of about 1 kg to 
-30-50℃ within 5 ~ 10 seconds. Many medical fields are gone up and breakthroughs will rely on this kind of 
technical accomplishment, that is made in accordance to the trade circle of science and technology 
requirement. 

Discussion 5  

Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes is the subject matter of surface treatment technique of this article. I do 
not specialize in medicine but just a little medically minded. Inspired by the idea of relieving oral and throat 
inflammation with brine solution, I managed to find some suitable solvent and sterilizer, but it has to undergo 
clinical test. But I’m sure that so long as some qualified chemist proposes and there is an adequate range of 
solvents and sterilizers, SARS will be overcome!  

IIII.  O1 Therapy for “surface treatment” of the lungs  

The sterilizing liquid injected into lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for O1 therapy of the lungs. 
The formal name for this liquid is Per fluoro chemicals (PFC) and the sterilizer is ozone. 

This method of introducing supersonic wave with sterilizing liquid may make SARS virus less absorptive 
and quickly clear viruses in the lungs. This new and practical therapy works like bombing the SARS virus with 
smart cruise missiles. The missile is single oxygen (O1) separated from ozone, hence “O1 Therapy”!  

The effect of the regular antibiotic therapy currently used is limited in that this therapy entails blood 
exchange, and it is also limited by blood density. For example 50nm-minus SARS virus is hidden in the middle 
layer that is inaccessible via the capillary vessels, so the mortality rate of this “blood therapy” is still over 10%. 
The “blood therapy” of Western medicine has reached its maximum potential. On the contrary, “O1 therapy” is 
highly effective and is likely to reduce the death rate to zero.  

1. Selection of PFE solvent;  
2. Properties of ozone sterilizer;  
3. Lung “surface treatment” design flow;  
4. Test with animal lung;  
5. Special of operating table.    
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1.    Selection of PFE solvent  

PFC comes to our mind when we select a liquid medium for cleaning alveoli. Clinical cases are 
available for PFC breathing technique. We can rely completely on such an effective sterilizer or antibiotic to 
kill SARS virus. PFC has the characteristics:  

1. No color, taste or smell, not poisonous;  
2. Low surface tensile strength, not dissolvable in water or fat;  
3. High dissolving coefficient for oxygen and carbon dioxide, high density and low solubility, higher 

dissolving coefficient for ozone;  
4. Volatile under indoor temperature and body temperature, does not changeable into other matter via 

catabolism; 

With the above features, PFC qualifies as a lung surface treatment liquid.  It has a dynamic function.  
On the one hand, oxygen can pass through it to achieve constant gas exchange in the lungs, and on the other 
hand, the liquid PFC can permeate any alveoli, so that the O1 element in PFC can freely trace SARS virus. The 
volatility of PFC ensures that no sequela will appear. What is more, PFC can also clean the lungs of damaged 
cells, cell fragments resulting from inflammation, and SARS virus residuals.  

 2. Characteristics of ozone sterilizer  

1. The molecule formula of ozone is O3, which is an allotrope of high-energy oxygen and is dissolvable 
in water and various liquid chemicals; 

2.  Low-density ozone is colorless and smells like a special grass. It is blue at high temperature and its 
density is 1.5 times that of air;  

3. Ozone sterilizes by releasing single oxygen atom to oxidize and damage the cell of the virus, leaving 
pure O2, which is beneficial to the lungs;  

4. Ozone dissolved in water sterilizes more forcibly and quickly, and it is dissolvable in liquid PFC;  
5. When the density of ozone exceeds a certain limit, its sterilizing function is just a matter of seconds;  

Therefore, ozone is a good choice as an alveoli sterilizer. The following figures are cited from 
world-recognized experiment documentation for ozone sterilizing.  

  Density  Time  Types of viruses and pathogens  Sterilizing 
efficiency 

10mg/m3  20 mins       Type-B hepatitis surface antigen 
(HbsAg)  99.99%  

0.5ppm  5 mins  Type-A flu virus  99%  
0.13mg/L  30 seconds  Poliomyelitis virus type I (PVI)  100%  
40µg/L  20 seconds  Coliphage ms2  98%  

0.25mg/L  1 minute  SA-H and human-wheel virus type 2  99.60%  
* 12.6mg/L  4 minutes  Coronaviridae  100%  

4mg/L  3 minutes  HIV  100%  

 

 

Ozone 

sterilizing 

8mg/m3  10 minutes  Mycoplasma, Chlamydia, and other 
pathogens  99.85%  

 
*  Red indicates every liter of lung surface treatment solution contains 12.6mg ozone, which may serves as a 
reference when we consider the test dosage of ozone. 

3.    Lung “surface treatment” flow  

The treatment flow takes the treatment for example of the right lung, while reserving the breath of the left 
lung for the time being. The final purpose is to treat both lungs at the same time. Process 3 can only be used 
only after process 4. Test it with animal lung, before applying it on human. It must be noted that the test with 
animal lung is intended to prove that it applies to process 3, the human body treatment. The advantage of the 
reverse sequence is time saving.  
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 a. Surface treatment clinic (must be professional anesthetist except for bio-chemical test of body 
energy)  
   diagram :   ( Fig. 4)  
  
 b. Surface treatment clinic scheme 
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 4.   Test with animal lung  

Test with animal lung includes two stages: test with one lung of the baby pig and test with both lungs. 
This process simulates process 3, as specified below: 

       a.  Inject pure PFC into three without virus influence of baby pig  

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

          b. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:  

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             
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c. Inject 25.2mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:    

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

d. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three infected of baby pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:    

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 
Note 1.  The above a-c tests are intended to test whether PEC solvent with or without ozone has bad 

effect on the lungs. In test c, the density of ozone can be further increased until a reliable pig 
lung reaction curve, which may serve as a reference for chemists for preparing prescriptions for 
human treatment. 

 
Note 2.  Test d is intended for SARS inflammation, needing an infected pig. Tests with difference 

densities can be worked out by analogy, but the baby pig under the test is much more resistant 
to diseases than man. Usually, after 1-3 medicine reaction tests, similar results can be obtained 
in the tests with various dosages and can be observed under a microscope, and the bio-chemical 
lab can work out a guided report for the chemists in a short time. The test planning is for your 
reference only. 

 
 

 Important points in designing the operation table 
 

The operation table should be designed such that it can turn horizontally so that the patient on the table 
can turn left or right with an angle of at least 45 degrees to facilitate the treatment of the left and right lungs. 
 

V.   Conclusion 
 

From the viewpoints mentioned above, combining the PFC solution and ozone together will attack the 
SARS virus in no time, the method will sure to treated the SARS virus infection and there will be no side 
effect at all, the invention will save many lives and change medical-historical for lung disease.  
 

-end- 
 



 

Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 

Claims  
 

1. The main characteristic of the “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected 
Lungs” is to inject sterilizing liquid into the lung lobes. 

2. The formal name for the medicine of sterilizing liquid is Per Fluoro 
Chemicals (PFC) adding ozone forming a medicine. 

3. Including any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 
4. To add antibiotics or other bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to 

suppress or to kill the virus. 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

 
 Invent Abstract  

 
 
SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan and its effects sending 

repercussion throughout the entire international society.   The death rate has been high and the 
Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this. For more than hundreds of 
years, lung infectious diseases have always been classified under medical science as internal 
organs disease. However, today, this paper will point out that this opinion has been 
misunderstood.  There is a need to associate such infection disease with air as an interface. 
Therefore, SARS infection is a kind surface ulcerous infection. 

 
Since there have been changes from the above-mentioned medical science opinion, we have 

found the best medical scheme. It will no longer be a dream for SARS infected patients to be 
discharge from the hospital in a matter of hours. The SARS infected will no longer be life 
threatening again. Hence, mankind can proudly declare their triumph over SARS. 

“Surface Treatment infected of SARS infected lungs” is under the brand new medical 
concept of the outcome. The “ 01 Therapy” is the core of the “Surface Treatment”.  The 
sterilizing liquid that is infected into the lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for 01 therapy 
of the lungs. The formal name for this liquid is Per Fluoro Chemical ( PFC ) and the sterilizing is 
ozone. 

Abstract Pictures 
 

(Fig.4) 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
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Amendment of the Claims Before the International Bureau 
Basis Article 19 / 34 

                                                Authorized officer: S.Mandallaz 
 

In the International Bureau of WIPO 
 

Applicant(s)   :  Lin Zhen-man                          ) 
 

Application No.   PCT/SG03/00145                       )  Amendment 
 

Filed         :  12 June 2003                           ) 
 

For          :    Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected    ) 
Lungs                              ) 

 
Amendment by inventor 
Patent Cooperation Treaty                                  E-mail: publicinf@wipo.int 
International Bureau of Wipo                                     Tel: 41 22 338 9661 
34 Chemin Des Colombettes                                     Fax: 41 22 338 7140 
1211 GENEVA 20 SWITZERLAND    
 
Authorized officer: 
 

Because the medicine and methods of medical treatment had to coexist or ambiguous in my 
claims of invention patent possibility that in view by the search authority of Austrian Patent Office, 
and therefore the search authority was refused given a report include the subject of search for the 
medicine in my claims.  

 

The search authority of Austrian Patent Office had power to refused search for medical 
method basis the Rule 39. 1 (IV), but the Austrian Patent Office cannot to refused search for a 
medicine of sterilizing liquid and inventor’s complains was nobody to understand! Applicant begs 
Austrian Patent Office must to complete the responsibility under PCT legal stipulation. 

 

Therefore, inventor basis on the Article 19 of PCT law to change the claims, the 
amendment claims are divide for two different editions, that: 

 
1. The “Claim A” are used for to only allow the medicine patent by patent-law of country; 

 

2.    The “Claim B”are used for the inclusion of the medicine and methods of medical treatment 
allow the medicine patent by patent-law of country, for instance US patent office and so on. 

 

The Claims of original is below: 
 

1. The main characteristic of the “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is to inject 
sterilizing liquid into the lung lobes. 

2. The formal name for the medicine of sterilizing liquid is Per Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) 
adding ozone forming a medicine. 

3. Including any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 
4. To add antibiotics or other bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to suppress or to kill the 

virus. 
 

The amendment of“Claim A”is below: 
 

1. The liquid medicine name of “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is Per Fluoro 
Chemicals (PFC) mixing ozone forming a medicine. 

2. In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 
3. In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the single oxygen is 

decompose by other element. 
4. In the Claim 1 of liquid medicines include the option of mixing any chemical that might kill 

or restrain the germs, for instance any antibiotics or other bactericide and so on. 
5. In the Claim 1, includes any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation.  
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Obvious, the subject of Claim is liquid medicine does not change. 
The amendment “Claim B”is below: 

    
 
1. The main characteristic of the “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is to inject 

sterilizing liquid into the lung lobes. 
2. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, the formal name for the 

medicine of sterilizing liquid is Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) adding ozone forming a 
medicine.  

3. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, including any other lung 
diseases and SARS inflammation. 

4. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, to add antibiotics or other 
bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to suppress or to kill the virus. 

5. In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 
6. In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the single oxygen is 

decompose by other element. 
7. The claims include a brand-new medical theories that is“The handling effect of 

difference in temperature”for cure cancer. 
8. The claims include a brand-new methods of medical treatment of “Frozen-Therapy”for 

kill dead the cancer-cell. 
 

 

The subject of Claims was annexed brand-new medical theories of claim 6 and methods of 
medical treatment of claim 7.  They are stated in the specification and relate to the original claim 
1, because, inventor has the power to add in the claims.  
 

The amendment is further adds on the describe of PFC and insert the part of“Selection of 
PFC solvent”of specification, that is below: 
 

【Per fluorine chemical compound (Per fluoro chemicals, PFC) in the innovation medicine application 
of this case is an important liquid-medium of oxygen for separate out single oxygen-atom.  The 
member-type of PFC are C(5-18)F(12-38), the length of chain of member structure was shown at the 
number of C, the number of C decides was inner physical special quality, so the Boiling-Point was at 
30℃-215℃. That is to say, the Boiling-Point temperature with the number of C is in proportion. 
This application seeks to first recommend C6F14 or C7F16, its purpose for volatilizes as soon as 
possible then pouring into the lung after destroys the germs. But in actual practice of clinical option, 
more considerations will have to be taken into account, for instance, the level of ulcer by the germs 
influence and the density of single oxygen-atom and so on; however, then the other fluorine 
chemical compounds such as C5F9H3O while offering swim-dissociating for the liquid medium of 
single oxygen-atom, which must emphasize the density effect of single oxygen-atom Depletion 
Potential.】 

 
Please see the part IIII. (1) of the specification, above-mentioned additions had shown to add the 

base line. Obviously, the addition of the above-mentioned does not affect the novel of invention. 
 

The amendment has further added a new figure to expose the art. of mixing PFC and ozone, according to 
order it was designate to be Fig.4, the described of Fig.4 insert for part IIII (3) and that under line shown 
in the MARKED-UP SUBSTIUTE SPECIFICATION, that below:  

   

    【The working process-method of mixing of PFC and ozone are shown in Fig.4. Fig.4-1 is 
shown the o zone supply；Fig.4-2 is shown the O3 Contriver；Fig.4-3 is shown PFC supply；
Fig.4-4 is shown the passageway valve of liquid； Fig.4-5 is shown the pump of gas and 
liquid mixing；Fig.4-6 is the mix vessel； Fig.4-7 is the digital type tester of ozone density 
and have the export-ability to brake of the working of the mixing pump；Fig.4-8 is the 
controller of altitude of liquid and have the export-ability to the working of the passageway 
valve of liquid.】  



Obviously, the addition of the above-mentioned does not affect the novel of invention; it is 
the responsibility of inventor to expose application-technology more distinctly. Therefore, the 
original Fig.4 according to order was designated to be Fig.5. 

 
The “ b. Surface treatment clinic scheme diagram” of part IIII. (3) of the original copy was 

deleted and turn in accordance to order it was designated to be Fig.6, this kind of change is 
reasonable and necessary. Obviously, the changes to the above-mentioned do not affect the novel 
of invention. 

 

The amendment included such as the correction on the usage of wrong words and so on, the 
accustomed to the amendment was underlined to show the correct ones; the deleted parts were 
represented by the square brackets. In the conclusion, the inventor had increased to state also all 
above-mentioned that such amendments might have on the description and the drawings. 
  

Applicant basis of Article 19 of PCT law to amend the claims of the international 
application by filing amendments with the International Bureau within the prescribed time limit. 
For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted that the application is now in condition for 
allowance.   

 
For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted that the application is now in 

condition for allowance. 
 
 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 

                                                   
Dec.12, 2003       ____________________________ 
      Amendment by Applicant 

 
 

SG ID S2665604D 
Application address: 
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Singapore  
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 6258563 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

I. Background of the invention 
 

Since February 2003 years, SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and many other 
countries in the world. Its effects had send repercussion throughout the entire international society.  The death 
rate has been high and the Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this.  So China, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Canada etc. were listed on travel warning district by World Health 
Organization and pecuniary loss surmount thousand a hundred million, Mankind is faced with death threat. 

 
Knowing how to treat the SARS virus infection had became the top most urgent matter in the Southeast 

Asia. During this urgent and difficult period of time, the inventors had came up with an innovative medical 
scheme to save lives, the newest of medical scheme is “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs”.  Due to 
the urgency of saving lives, the draft was fax to the Hong kong chief executive and Chinese leader on 15 May 
2003. The English version was also forwarded to “WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia 
(WDC) and the leaders who were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003. 

 
II. PREFACE 

About the functions of the lungs. 
 
The lungs mainly serve to redistribute the blood from the right ventricle via the lung artery to various 

lung sub-arteries and capillary vessels in the alveoli, thus achieving gas exchange introducing oxygen and 
releasing carbon dioxide. Then the blood returns from the lung veins to the left atrium and mixed at a certain 
proportion in the right ventricle. That is the big circulation of oxygen-containing blood in the arteries 
providing energy for the body! (Fig. 1.)  

 
Here the medium for gas exchange is not special, just like pumping the air to the bottom of a fish jar to 

produce bubbles and the oxygen enters the water by rubbing against the external spherical surfaces of the 
rising bubbles. Our alveoli work like the bubbles in the fish jar and have a large surface area for air contact. 
The contact area of the dense alveolus tissues in the lungs is up to 70 m2! Tiny blood vessels are spread over 
the surfaces of these tissues to complete “gas exchange” or, in other words, pulmonary ventilation, via 
distribution through the blood, interstitial layer and cells. That is the basic idea of the lungs according to 
modern medicine. 
 

On the medical history, sort of Lung diseases have been numerous. Tuberculosis used to be an infectious 
disease difficuit to cure.  However, it can be cured 100% thanks to the discovery of multiple antibiotics. 
Infant pneumonia is also a common disease, not to speak of pneumococcus. This article describes how to treat 
SARS. 

 
First, treatment by the traditional Chinese medicine. This method mainly relies on absorption function of 

the intestines and stomach, which impedes the development of the traditional Chinese medicine. Traditional 
Chinese prescriptions only help the intestines and stomach to share the burden of the liver, thereby improving 
only our immunity. 
 

However, the prevailing SARS cures at present are based on Western medicine. The Chinese mainland 
advocates such antibiotics like tetracycline and erythromycin while Hong Kong regards ribavirin and steroid as 
effective SARS-containing medicines, but in Canada, which had used Ribavirin for a long time, has now 
stopped using it because it may have serious side effects.  

 
However, no matter how to, the antibiotics is being absorbed by the intestines and stomach or injected via 

the veins, they cannot change the subject of the method of transporting anti-bacterium factors in the blood. We 
call this method blood therapy. Because, many elements in the anti-bacterium factors cannot be absorbed by 
the intestines and stomach, so the Western medicine takes the lead by this therapy. 

 
That is why the medical circles are focusing on how to improve the efficiency of the “anti-bacterium 

factors”. 
 
But, as shown in Fig.2, if the injection point is found in the arteries of the lungs, then the “blood therapy” 

may become much more effective, as proven by the noticeable flow ratio of the artery and lung circulation. 
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SARS-containing clinical practice is thus more effective. However, we want to point out that the efficiency 
direction of the “anti-bacterium blood therapy” of SARS is wrong. 
 

As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection is a kind of surface ulcerous infection. 
This is a new medical definition, which is likely to revolutionize lung treatment!  Therefore we use a familiar 
industrial term “surface treatment” and to include a technique of supersonic treatment.  This is like applying 
purple liquid medicine to the ulcerous skin which is much more effective than “blood therapy” using any 
antibiotic. 

 
Up to this point, we can optimistically predict that once the “surface treatment” technique which depends 

on various antibiotics recommended has found clinic applications, then a SARS patients need only to go to the 
hospital to have their lungs washed, and SARS will no longer be fatal. At the same time it can also be effective 
for other pneumonia diseases. 

 
Let’s learn something about the physical properties of SARS before dealing with the subject matter of this 

article—SARS treatment:  
 
1. Fig. 3 is downloaded from the Internet. SARS virus is smaller than 50 nanometers. SARS virus has 

numerous crown-like developments, making it absorptive. Overcoming such absorption is significant 
for the “surface treatment” technique recommended in this article. When we contract 
bacterium-induced faucitis, we just wet our throat with brine and the pain immediately subsides, 
because some bacteria are “washed away” by brine, as proven by observing under an electronic 
endoscope. This traditional inflammation relief method through brine is well-known to all. Inspired 
by this idea, I think such a simple method can also prevent SARS virus from entering the lungs 
through the mouth and throat. 

 
2.  Super-small and super-light virus is visible only through an electronic microscope and the 75-nm N95 

standard respirators we use cannot keep out SARS virus, so SARS virus spreads by means of the tiny 
water droplets and dust particles in the air. In view of that, we can work out a series of effective 
preventive measures like the “surface treatment” method recommended in this article. 

 
 III. Five lung “surface treatment” methods 

 
1. Antibiotic gasification and absorption; 
2. Massage and sternutation;  
3. Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes; 
4. Local quick freezing for sterilizing of lung lobes; 
5. Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes. 

 
Discussion 1 
     

The method of antibiotic gasification and absorption is not new. This method is effective at the early 
stage of infection and may serve as a preventive measure before and after medical operation. This method 
presupposes that the antibiotic in question must be dissolvable in 37℃ water. 
 
Discussion 2 
 

   The method of massage and sternutation is more suitably called physical therapy. It works like this: 
pressing the alveoli by applying force on the lungs and detaching the virus from the cell wall of the alveoli. 
Facing the nose toward the sun may help to induce sternutation, which is recommendable at the early stage of 
infection or as a preventive measure. Therefore sunlight sternutation device will be popular on the market. 
Sternutation is the best exercise for the chest and lungs, and sneezing three times a day is good for senior 
citizens. The benefits of such an exercise are hardly known but it is a good piece of news for people with weak 
lungs. This method is just preventive but not effective in detaching the highly absorptive SARS virus. 
 
Discussion 3 
 

    Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes is not just a dream. It involves the invention and clinical application 
of external blood oxygen adding device. This method includes liquid medicine submersion and temperature 
difference treatment, the latter being the latest medical concept not only suitable for lung patients but also for 
cancer patients and others. Further exploration of this method may help to replace antibiotic blood therapy 
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with this method: 
 

a. External liquid medicine submersion is more flexible that internal liquid medicine submersion. There 
are a few or no Liquid medicines that do not damage alveolus tissues. However, an effective liquid 
medicine for lung lobe submersion will be more effective and attractive if combined with supersonic 
wave.  

b. What is temperature difference treatment?  The organs and virus under treatment have difference       
physiological temperature curves. Temperature difference effect is achieved by selecting a 
temperature point which is fatal to viruses but from which the organs treated can revive. It is not 
important whether this method is recorded in medical literature, but the method proves simple, 
theessential point is the revival rate of the organ under treatment. This is therefore a highly 
recommended method. 

 
Discussion 4 
 

Local quick freezing and sterilizing of lung lobes is also based on temperature differences but 
technically it is an improvement from the above three discussions. Taking out lung lobes without cutting off 
arteries and veins may minimize the damage to the organ and inter-organ contact, making this method practical. 
While it is difficult to carry out on Lungs, it is feasible for “semi-detached organs” like. The root of the 
problem is that the quick-freezing equipment involved is not as simple as an ammonia cyclic refrigerator. The 
clinic freezing device must work in contact mode and is capable of lowering the temperature of an organ of 
about 1 kg to -30-50℃ within 5 ~ 10 seconds. Many medical fields are gone up and breakthroughs will rely 
on this kind of technical accomplishment that is made in accordance to the trade circle of science and 
technology requirement. 
 
Discussion 5 
 

Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes is the subject matter of surface treatment technique of this article. I do 
not specialize in medicine but just a little medically minded. Inspired by the idea of relieving oral and throat 
inflammation with brine solution, I managed to find some suitable solvent and sterilizer, but it has to undergo 
clinical test. But I’m sure that so long as some qualified chemist proposes and there is an adequate range of 
solvents and sterilizers, SARS will be overcome!  

 
IIII.  O1 Therapy for “surface treatment” of the lungs 

 

The sterilizing liquid injected into lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for O1 therapy of the lungs. 
The formal name for this liquid is Per fluoro chemicals (PFC) and the sterilizer is ozone. 

 
This method of introducing supersonic wave with sterilizing liquid may make SARS virus less absorptive 

and quickly clear viruses in the lungs. This new and practical therapy works like bombing the SARS virus with 
smart cruise missiles. The missile is single oxygen (O1) separated from ozone, hence “O1 Therapy”!  
 

The effect of the regular antibiotic therapy currently used is limited in that this therapy entails blood 
exchange, and it is also limited by blood density. For example 50nm-minus SARS virus is hidden in the middle 
layer that is inaccessible via the capillary vessels, so the mortality rate of this “blood therapy” is still over 10%. 
The “blood therapy” of Western medicine has reached its maximum potential. On the contrary, “O1 therapy” is 
highly effective and is likely to reduce the death rate to zero: 

 
1. Selection of PFE solvent; 
2. Properties of ozone sterilizer; 
3. Mixing of PFC and ozone; 
4. Lung “surface treatment” design flow; 
5. Test with animal lung;  
6. Special of operating table.   

  
1. Selection of PFC solvent 

 
 PFC comes to our mind when we select a liquid medium for cleaning alveoli. Clinical cases are available 

for PFC breathing technique. We can rely completely on such an effective sterilizer or antibiotic to kill SARS 
virus. PFC has the characteristics: 
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1. No color, taste or smell, not poisonous; 
2. Low surface tensile strength, not dissolvable in water or fat; 
3. High dissolving coefficient for oxygen and carbon dioxide, high density and low solubility, higher 

dissolving coefficient for ozone;  
4. Volatile under indoor temperature and body temperature, does not changeable into other matter via 

catabolism; 
 

Per fluorine chemical compound (Per fluoro chemicals, PFC) in the innovation medicine application of 
this case is an important liquid-medium of oxygen for separate out single oxygen-atom.  The member-type of 
PFC are C(5-18)F(12-38), the length of chain of member structure was shown at the number of C, the number 
of C decides was inner physical special quality, so the Boiling-Point was at 30℃-215℃. That is to say, the 
Boiling-Point temperature with the number of C is in proportion. This application seeks to first recommend 
C6F14 or C7F16, its purpose for volatilizes as soon as possible then pouring into the lung after destroys the 
germs. But in actual practice of clinical option, more considerations will have to be taken into account, for 
instance, the level of ulcer by the germs influence and the density of single oxygen-atom and so on; however, 
then the other fluorine chemical compounds such as C5F9H3O while offering swim-dissociating for the liquid 
medium of single oxygen-atom, which must emphasize the density effect of single oxygen-atom Depletion 
Potential. 

 
With the above features, PFC qualifies as a lung surface treatment liquid.  It has a dynamic function. 

On the one hand, oxygen can pass through it to achieve constant gas exchange in the lungs, and on the other 
hand, the liquid PFC can permeate any alveoli, so that the O1 element in PFC can freely trace SARS virus. The 
volatility of PFC ensures that no sequela will appear. What is more, PFC can also clean the lungs of damaged 
cells, cell fragments resulting from inflammation, and SARS virus residuals.  

 2. Characteristics of ozone sterilizer  

1. The molecule formula of ozone is O3, which is an allotrope of high-energy oxygen and is dissolvable in 
water and various liquid chemicals; 

2.  Low-density ozone is colorless and smells like a special grass. It is blue at high temperature and its 
density is 1.5 times that of air;  

3. Ozone sterilizes by releasing single oxygen atom to oxidize and damage the cell of the virus, leaving pure 
O2, which is beneficial to the lungs;  

4. Ozone dissolved in water sterilizes more forcibly and quickly, and it is dissolvable in liquid PFC;  
5. When the density of ozone exceeds a certain limit, its sterilizing function is just a matter of seconds;  

Therefore, ozone is a good choice as an alveoli sterilizer. The following figures are cited from 
world-recognized experiment documentation for ozone sterilizing.  

  Density  Time  Types of viruses and pathogens  Sterilizing 
efficiency 

10mg/m3  20 mins       Type-B hepatitis surface antigen (HbsAg) 99.99%  

0.5ppm  5 mins  Type-A flu virus  99%  

0.13mg/L  30 seconds  Poliomyelitis virus type I (PVI)  100%  

40µg/L  20 seconds  Coliphage ms2  98%  

0.25mg/L  1 minute  SA-H and human-wheel virus type 2  99.60%  

* 12.6mg/L  4 minutes  Coronaviridae  100%  

4mg/L  3 minutes  HIV  100%  

 

 

Ozone 

sterilizing 

8mg/m3  10 minutes  Mycoplasma, Chlamydia, and other pathogens  99.85%  
 

 Red indicates every liter of lung surface treatment solution contains 12.6mg ozone, which may serves as a 
reference when we consider the test dosage of ozone. 

 
3. Mixing of PFC and ozone 

 
The working process-method of mixing the PFC and ozone are shown in Fig.4. Fig.4-1 shows the ozone 
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supply；Fig.4-2 shows the O3 Contriver；Fig.4-3 shows the PFC supply；Fig.4-4 shows the passageway valve of 
liquid； Fig.4-5 shows the pump of gas and liquid mixing；Fig.4-6 is the mix vessel； Fig.4-7 is the digital type 
tester of ozone density which has the export-ability to brake of the working of the mixing pump；Fig.4-8 is the 
controller of altitude of liquid and have the export-ability to the working of the passageway valve of liquid. 

 4.  Lung “surface treatment” flow 
 

     The treatment flow takes the treatment for example of the right lung, while reserving the breath of the left lung 
for the time being. The final purpose is to treat both lungs at the same time. Process 3 can only be used only after 
process 4. Test it with animal lung, before applying it on human. It must be noted that the test with animal lung is 
intended to prove that it applies to process 3, the human body treatment. The advantage of the reverse sequence is 
time saving. 

 

a. Surface treatment clinic (must be professional anesthetist except for bio-chemical test of body 
energy):      (Fig. 5) 

 

b. Surface treatment clinic scheme diagram:   (Fig. 6) 
 

5. Test with animal lung 
 

    Test with animal lung includes two stages: test with one lung of the baby pig and test with both lungs. 
This process simulates process 3, as specified below: 
 

a. Inject pure PFC into three without virus influence of baby pig: 
 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             

 
b. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone: 

 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 
c. Inject 25.2mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone: 

 
Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 
d. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three infected of baby pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:   

 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description
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amount  amount amount  
1                             
2                             
3                             

 

Note 1.  The above a-c tests are intended to test whether PEC solvent with or without ozone has bad effect on 
the lungs. In test c, the density of ozone can be further increased until a reliable pig lung reaction 
curve, which may serve as a reference for chemists for preparing prescriptions for human treatment. 

 

Note 2.  Test d is intended for SARS inflammation, needing an infected pig. Tests with difference densities 
can be worked out by analogy, but the baby pig under the test is much more resistant to diseases than 
man. Usually, after 1-3 medicine reaction tests, similar results can be obtained in the tests with 
various dosages and can be observed under a microscope, and the bio-chemical lab can work out a 
guided report for the chemists in a short time. The test planning is for your reference only. 

 

6.  Important points in designing the operation table 
 

The operation table should be designed such that it can turn horizontally so that the patient on the table 
can turn left or right with an angle of at least 45 degrees to facilitate the treatment of the left and right lungs. 
 

V.   Conclusion 
 

From the viewpoints mentioned above, the ability of ozone to kill virus was recognized worldwide, 
ozone application in the PFC solvent was confirmed by 1 of remark of the famous production businesses, 
the PFC solvent used in the lung had also supported by 2-8 of remark of medical document. Therefore, 
combining the PFC solution and ozone together will attack the SARS virus in no time. The[method] 
medicine scheme will definitely treat the SARS virus infection and there will be no side effect at all. This 
invention will save many lives and change medical-history for lung Infection-Disease. 
 

The handling effect of difference in temperature of invention’s theory can also kill dead cancer-cell 
under completely no side effect, the effect of medical treatment cannot compared with Electrotherapy and 
Chemotherapy, hence the invention bring Gospel for cancer patient, it was so far the brand-new medical 
concept and brand-new medical method of “Frozen-Therapy”. 

 

-end- 
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MARKED-UP SUBSTIUTE SPECIFICATION 
 

Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

I. Background of the invention 
 

Since February 2003 years, SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and many other 
countries in the world. Its effects had send repercussion throughout the entire international society.  The death 
rate has been high and the Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this.  So China, 
Taiwan , Hong Kong, Singapore and Canada etc. were listed on travel warning district by World Health 
Organization and pecuniary loss surmount thousand a hundred million, Mankind is faced with death threat. 

 
Knowing how to treat the SARS virus infection had became the top most urgent matter in the Southeast 

Asia. During this urgent and difficult period of time, the inventors had came up with an innovative medical 
scheme to save lives, the newest of medical scheme is “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs”.  Due to 
the urgency of saving lives, the draft was fax to the Hong kong chief executive and Chinese leader on 15 May 
2003. The English version was also forwarded to “WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia 
(WDC) and the leaders who were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003. 

 
II. PREFACE 

About the functions of the lungs. 
 
The lungs mainly serve to redistribute the blood from the right ventricle via the lung artery to various 

lung sub-arteries and capillary vessels in the alveoli, thus achieving gas exchange introducing oxygen and 
releasing carbon dioxide. Then the blood returns from the lung veins to the left atrium and mixed at a certain 
proportion in the right ventricle. That is the big circulation of oxygen-containing blood in the arteries 
providing energy for the body! (Fig. 1.)  

 
Here the medium for gas exchange is not special, just like pumping the air to the bottom of a fish jar to 

produce bubbles and the oxygen enters the water by rubbing against the external spherical surfaces of the 
rising bubbles. Our alveoli work like the bubbles in the fish jar and have a large surface area for air contact. 
The contact area of the dense alveolus tissues in the lungs is up to 70 m2! Tiny blood vessels are spread over 
the surfaces of these tissues to complete “gas exchange” or, in other words, pulmonary ventilation, via 
distribution through the blood, interstitial layer and cells. That is the basic idea of the lungs according to 
modern medicine. 
 

On the medical history, sort of Lung diseases have been numerous. Tuberculosis used to be an infectious 
disease difficuit to cure.  However, it can be cured 100% thanks to the discovery of multiple antibiotics. 
Infant pneumonia is also a common disease, not to speak of pneumococcus. This article describes how to treat 
SARS. 

 
First, treatment by the traditional Chinese medicine. This method mainly relies on absorption function of 

theintestines and stomach, which impedes the development of the traditional Chinese medicine. Traditional 
Chinese prescriptions only help the intestines and stomach to share the burden of the liver, thereby improving 
only our immunity. 
 

However, the prevailing SARS cures at present are based on Western medicine. The Chinese mainland 
advocates such antibiotics like tetracycline and erythromycin while Hong Kong regards ribavirin and steroid as 
effective SARS-containing medicines, but in Canada, which had used Ribavirin for a long time, has now 
stopped using it because it may have serious side effects.  

 
However, no matter how to, the antibiotics is being absorbed by the intestines and stomach or injected via 

the veins, they cannot change the subject of the method of transporting anti-bacterium factors in the blood. We 
call this method blood therapy. Because, many elements in the anti-bacterium factors cannot be absorbed by 
the intestines and stomach, so the Western medicine takes the lead by this therapy. 

 
That is why the medical circles are focusing on how to improve the efficiency of the “anti-bacterium 

factors”. 
 
But, as shown in Fig.2, if the injection point is found in the arteries of the lungs, then the “blood therapy” 

may become much more effective, as proven by the noticeable flow ratio of the artery and lung circulation. 
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SARS-containing clinical practice is thus more effective. However, we want to point out that the efficiency 
direction of the “anti-bacterium blood therapy” of SARS is wrong. 
 

As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection is a kind of surface ulcerous infection. 
This is a new medical definition, which is likely to revolutionize lung treatment!  Therefore we use a familiar 
industrial term “surface treatment” and to include a technique of supersonic treatment.  This is like applying 
purple liquid medicine to the ulcerous skin which is much more effective than “blood therapy” using any 
antibiotic. 

 
Up to this point, we can optimistically predict that once the “surface treatment” technique which depends 

on various antibiotics recommended has found clinic applications, then a SARS patients need only to go to the 
hospital to have their lungs washed, and SARS will no longer be fatal. At the same time it can also be effective 
for other pneumonia diseases. 

 
Let’s learn something about the physical properties of SARS before dealing with the subject matter of this 

article—SARS treatment:  
 
1. Fig. 3 is downloaded from the Internet. SARS virus is smaller than 50 nanometers. SARS virus has 

numerous crown-like developments, making it absorptive. Overcoming such absorption is significant 
for the “surface treatment” technique recommended in this article. When we contract 
bacterium-induced faucitis, we just wet our throat with brine and the pain immediately subsides, 
because some bacteria are “washed away” by brine, as proven by observing under an electronic 
endoscope. This traditional inflammation relief method through brine is well-known to all. Inspired 
by this idea, I think such a simple method can also prevent SARS virus from entering the lungs 
through the mouth and throat. 

 
2.  Super-small and super-light virus is visible only through an electronic microscope and the 75-nm N95 

standard respirators we use cannot keep out SARS virus, so SARS virus spreads by means of the tiny 
water droplets and dust particles in the air. In view of that, we can work out a series of effective 
preventive measures like the “surface treatment” method recommended in this article. 

 
 III. Five lung “surface treatment” methods 

 
1. Antibiotic gasification and absorption; 
2. Massage and sternutation;  
3. Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes; 
4. Local quick freezing for sterilizing of lung lobes; 
5. Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes. 

 
Discussion 1 
     

The method of antibiotic gasification and absorption is not new. This method is effective at the early 
stage of infection and may serve as a preventive measure before and after medical operation. This method 
presupposes that the antibiotic in question must be dissolvable in 37℃ water. 
 
Discussion 2 
 

   The method of massage and sternutation is more suitably called physical therapy. It works like this: 
pressing the alveoli by applying force on the lungs and detaching the virus from the cell wall of the alveoli. 
Facing the nose toward the sun may help to induce sternutation, which is recommendable at the early stage of 
infection or as a preventive measure. Therefore sunlight sternutation device will be popular on the market. 
Sternutation is the best exercise for the chest and lungs, and sneezing three times a day is good for senior 
citizens. The benefits of such an exercise are hardly known but it is a good piece of news for people with weak 
lungs. This method is just preventive but not effective in detaching the highly absorptive SARS virus. 
 
Discussion 3 
 

    Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes is not just a dream. It involves the invention and clinical application 
of external blood oxygen adding device. This method includes liquid medicine submersion and temperature 
difference treatment, the latter being the latest medical concept not only suitable for lung patients but also for 
cancer patients and others. Further exploration of this method may help to replace antibiotic blood therapy 
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with this method: 
 

a. External liquid medicine submersion is more flexible that internal liquid medicine submersion. There 
are a few or no Liquid medicines that do not damage alveolus tissues. However, an effective liquid 
medicine for lung lobe submersion will be more effective and attractive if combined with supersonic 
wave.  

b. What is temperature difference treatment?  The organs and virus under treatment have difference       
physiological temperature curves. Temperature difference effect is achieved by selecting a 
temperature point which is fatal to viruses but from which the organs treated can revive. It is not 
important whether this method is recorded in medical literature, but the method proves simple, 
theessential point is the revival rate of the organ under treatment. This is therefore a highly 
recommended method. 

 
Discussion 4 
 

Local quick freezing and sterilizing of lung lobes is also based on temperature differences but 
technically it is an improvement from the above three discussions. Taking out lung lobes without cutting off 
arteries and veins may minimize the damage to the organ and inter-organ contact, making this method practical. 
While it is difficult to carry out on Lungs, it is feasible for “semi-detached organs” like. The root of the 
problem is that the quick-freezing equipment involved is not as simple as an ammonia cyclic refrigerator. The 
clinic freezing device must work in contact mode and is capable of lowering the temperature of an organ of 
about 1 kg to -30-50℃ within 5 ~ 10 seconds. Many medical fields are gone up and breakthroughs will rely 
on this kind of technical accomplishment that is made in accordance to the trade circle of science and 
technology requirement. 
 
Discussion 5 
 

Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes is the subject matter of surface treatment technique of this article. I do 
not specialize in medicine but just a little medically minded. Inspired by the idea of relieving oral and throat 
inflammation with brine solution, I managed to find some suitable solvent and sterilizer, but it has to undergo 
clinical test. But I’m sure that so long as some qualified chemist proposes and there is an adequate range of 
solvents and sterilizers, SARS will be overcome!  

 
IIII.  O1 Therapy for “surface treatment” of the lungs 

 

The sterilizing liquid injected into lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for O1 therapy of the lungs. 
The formal name for this liquid is Per fluoro chemicals (PFC) and the sterilizer is ozone. 

 
This method of introducing supersonic wave with sterilizing liquid may make SARS virus less absorptive 

and quickly clear viruses in the lungs. This new and practical therapy works like bombing the SARS virus with 
smart cruise missiles. The missile is single oxygen (O1) separated from ozone, hence “O1 Therapy”!  
 

The effect of the regular antibiotic therapy currently used is limited in that this therapy entails blood 
exchange, and it is also limited by blood density. For example 50nm-minus SARS virus is hidden in the middle 
layer that is inaccessible via the capillary vessels, so the mortality rate of this “blood therapy” is still over 10%. 
The “blood therapy” of Western medicine has reached its maximum potential. On the contrary, “O1 therapy” is 
highly effective and is likely to reduce the death rate to zero: 

 
1. Selection of PFE solvent; 
2. Properties of ozone sterilizer; 
3. Mixing of PFC and ozone; 
4. Lung “surface treatment” design flow; 
5. Test with animal lung;  
6. Special of operating table.   

  
1. Selection of [PFF] PFC solvent 

 
 PFC comes to our mind when we select a liquid medium for cleaning alveoli. Clinical cases are 

available for PFC breathing technique. We can rely completely on such an effective sterilizer or antibiotic to 
kill SARS virus. PFC has the characteristics: 
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1. No color, taste or smell, not poisonous; 
2. Low surface tensile strength, not dissolvable in water or fat; 
3. High dissolving coefficient for oxygen and carbon dioxide, high density and low solubility, higher 

dissolving coefficient for ozone;  
4. Volatile under indoor temperature and body temperature, does not changeable into other matter via 

catabolism; 
 

Per fluorine chemical compound (Per fluoro chemicals, PFC) in the innovation medicine application of 
this case is an important liquid-medium of oxygen for separate out single oxygen-atom.  The member-type of 
PFC are C(5-18)F(12-38), the length of chain of member structure was shown at the number of C, the number 
of C decides was inner physical special quality, so the Boiling-Point was at 30℃-215℃. That is to say, the 
Boiling-Point temperature with the number of C is in proportion. This application seeks to first recommend 
C6F14 or C7F16, its purpose for volatilizes as soon as possible then pouring into the lung after destroys the 
germs. But in actual practice of clinical option, more considerations will have to be taken into account, for 
instance, the level of ulcer by the germs influence and the density of single oxygen-atom and so on; however, 
then the other fluorine chemical compounds such as C5F9H3O while offering swim-dissociating for the liquid 
medium of single oxygen-atom, which must emphasize the density effect of single oxygen-atom Depletion 
Potential. 

 
With the above features, PFC qualifies as a lung surface treatment liquid.  It has a dynamic function. 

On the one hand, oxygen can pass through it to achieve constant gas exchange in the lungs, and on the other 
hand, the liquid PFC can permeate any alveoli, so that the O1 element in PFC can freely trace SARS virus. The 
volatility of PFC ensures that no sequela will appear. What is more, PFC can also clean the lungs of damaged 
cells, cell fragments resulting from inflammation, and SARS virus residuals.  

 2. Characteristics of ozone sterilizer  

1. The molecule formula of ozone is O3, which is an allotrope of high-energy oxygen and is dissolvable in 
water and various liquid chemicals; 

2.  Low-density ozone is colorless and smells like a special grass. It is blue at high temperature and its 
density is 1.5 times that of air;  

3. Ozone sterilizes by releasing single oxygen atom to oxidize and damage the cell of the virus, leaving pure 
O2, which is beneficial to the lungs;  

4. Ozone dissolved in water sterilizes more forcibly and quickly, and it is dissolvable in liquid PFC;  
5. When the density of ozone exceeds a certain limit, its sterilizing function is just a matter of seconds;  

Therefore, ozone is a good choice as an alveoli sterilizer. The following figures are cited from 
world-recognized experiment documentation for ozone sterilizing.  

  Density  Time  Types of viruses and pathogens  Sterilizing 
efficiency 

10mg/m3  20 mins       Type-B hepatitis surface antigen (HbsAg) 99.99%  

0.5ppm  5 mins  Type-A flu virus  99%  

0.13mg/L  30 seconds  Poliomyelitis virus type I (PVI)  100%  

40µg/L  20 seconds  Coliphage ms2  98%  

0.25mg/L  1 minute  SA-H and human-wheel virus type 2  99.60%  

* 12.6mg/L  4 minutes  Coronaviridae  100%  

4mg/L  3 minutes  HIV  100%  

 

 

Ozone 

sterilizing 

8mg/m3  10 minutes  Mycoplasma, Chlamydia, and other pathogens  99.85%  
 

 Red indicates every liter of lung surface treatment solution contains 12.6mg ozone, which may serves as a 
reference when we consider the test dosage of ozone. 

 
3. Mixing of PFC and ozone 
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The working process-method of mixing the PFC and ozone are shown in Fig.4. Fig.4-1 shows the ozone 
supply；Fig.4-2 shows the O3 Contriver；Fig.4-3 shows the PFC supply；Fig.4-4 shows the passageway valve of 
liquid； Fig.4-5 shows the pump of gas and liquid mixing；Fig.4-6 is the mix vessel； Fig.4-7 is the digital type 
tester of ozone density which has the export-ability to brake of the working of the mixing pump；Fig.4-8 is the 
controller of altitude of liquid and have the export-ability to the working of the passageway valve of liquid. 

 [3]4.  Lung “surface treatment” flow 
 

     The treatment flow takes the treatment for example of the right lung, while reserving the breath of the left lung 
for the time being. The final purpose is to treat both lungs at the same time. Process 3 can only be used only after 
process 4. Test it with animal lung, before applying it on human. It must be noted that the test with animal lung is 
intended to prove that it applies to process 3, the human body treatment. The advantage of the reverse sequence is 
time saving. 

 

a. Surface treatment clinic (must be professional anesthetist except for bio-chemical test of body 
energy):      (Fig. [4]5) 

 

b. Surface treatment clinic scheme diagram:  (Fig. 6) 
 

[4]5. Test with animal lung 
 

    Test with animal lung includes two stages: test with one lung of the baby pig and test with both lungs. 
This process simulates process 3, as specified below: 
 

a. Inject pure PFC into three without virus influence of baby pig: 
 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
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Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             

 

b. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone: 
 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
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Heart 
pulses  
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description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 

c. Inject 25.2mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone: 
 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 

d. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three infected of baby pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:   
 

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description



 ６

oxygen 
amount  

oxygen 
amount 

oxygen 
amount  

1                             
2                             
3                             

 
Note 1.  The above a-c tests are intended to test whether PEC solvent with or without ozone has bad effect on 

the lungs. In test c, the density of ozone can be further increased until a reliable pig lung reaction 
curve, which may serve as a reference for chemists for preparing prescriptions for human treatment. 

 

Note 2.  Test d is intended for SARS inflammation, needing an infected pig. Tests with difference densities 
can be worked out by analogy, but the baby pig under the test is much more resistant to diseases than 
man. Usually, after 1-3 medicine reaction tests, similar results can be obtained in the tests with 
various dosages and can be observed under a microscope, and the bio-chemical lab can work out a 
guided report for the chemists in a short time. The test planning is for your reference only. 

 

6.  Important points in designing the operation table 
 

The operation table should be designed such that it can turn horizontally so that the patient on the table 
can turn left or right with an angle of at least 45 degrees to facilitate the treatment of the left and right lungs. 
 

V.   Conclusion 
 

From the viewpoints mentioned above, the ability of ozone to kill virus was recognized worldwide, 
ozone application in the PFC solvent was confirmed by 1 of remark of the famous production businesses, 
the PFC solvent used in the lung had also supported by 2-8 of remark of medical document. Therefore, 
combining the PFC solution and ozone together will attack the SARS virus in no time. The[method] 
medicine scheme will definitely treat the SARS virus infection and there will be no side effect at all. This 
invention will save many lives and change medical-history for lung Infection-Disease. 
 

The handling effect of difference in temperature of invention’s theory can also kill dead cancer-cell 
under completely no side effect, the effect of medical treatment cannot compared with Electrotherapy and 
Chemotherapy, hence the invention bring Gospel for cancer patient, it was so far the brand-new medical 
concept and brand-new medical method of “Frozen-Therapy”. 

 

-end- 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

 
Basis on the Article 19&34 of PCT law to change the claims 

On Dec.12, 2003  
 
 
 

Claims A 
 (Use for medicine patent by patent-law of country only) 

 
 

1. The liquid medicine name of “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is Per 
Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) mixing ozone forming a medicine. 

2. In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 
3. In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the single oxygen is 

decompose by other element. 
4. In the Claim 1 of liquid medicines include the option of mixing any chemical that 

might kill or restrain the germs, for instance any antibiotics or other bactericide and 
so on. 

5. In the Claim 1, includes any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 
 

 
Claims B 

 

 (Use for medicine and methods of medical treatment patent by patent-law 
 of country, for instance US patent office and so on.) 

 

 
1. The main characteristic of the “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” is 

to inject sterilizing liquid into the lung lobes. 
2. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, the formal name for the 

medicine of sterilizing liquid is Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) adding ozone forming a 
medicine.  

3. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, including any other 
lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 

4. “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs” in claim1, to add antibiotics or 
other bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to suppress or to kill the virus. 

5. In the claim 1, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 
6. In the claim 1, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the single oxygen 

is decompose by other element. 
7. The claims include a brand-new medical theories that is“The handling effect of 

difference in temperature＂for cure cancer. 
8. The claims include a brand-new methods of medical treatment of 
“Frozen-Therapy＂for kill dead the cancer-cell. 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

 
 Invent Abstract  

 
SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan and its effects sending 

repercussion throughout the entire international society.   The death rate has been high and the 
Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this. For more than hundreds of 
years, lung infectious diseases have always been classified under medical science as internal 
organs disease. However, today, this paper will point out that this opinion has been 
misunderstood.  There is a need to associate such infection disease with air as an interface. 
Therefore, SARS infection is a kind surface ulcerous infection. 

 
Since there have been changes from the above-mentioned medical science opinion, we have 

found the best medical scheme. It will no longer be a dream for SARS infected patients to be 
discharge from the hospital in a matter of hours. The SARS infected will no longer be life 
threatening again. Hence, mankind can proudly declare their triumph over SARS. 

“Surface Treatment infected of SARS infected lungs” is under the brand new medical 
concept of the outcome. The “ 01 Therapy” is the core of the “Surface Treatment”.  The 
sterilizing liquid that is infected into the lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for 01 therapy 
of the lungs. The formal name for this liquid is Per Fluoro Chemical ( PFC ) and the sterilizing is 
ozone. 

Abstract Pictures 
 

(Fig.5) 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6  
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Methods for the pulmonary delivery of biological agents 

Abstract 

Methods of delivering a therapeutic or diagnostic agent in a perfluorochemical liquid carrier 
are provided. In preferred embodiments, the disclosed methods use compositions in the form of an 
emulsion or a dispersion for delivery of a biological agent to the pulmonary air passages.  

What is claimed is:  
 

1. A method for the delivery of a therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent to pulmonary air passages of a   
patient in need thereof comprising the steps of:  

      combining said therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent in the form of a solid or immiscible liquid 
with a perfluorochemical liquid carrier to provide a pharmaceutical preparation; and administering said 
pharmaceutical preparation to the pulmonary air passages of said patient. 

 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

3.  The method of claim 1 wherein said perfluorochemical liquid carrier comprises a perfluorocarbon having 
a boiling point greater than about 55.degree. C.  

 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said perfluorochemical liquid carrier is selected from the group consisting 
of FC-84, FC-72, RM-82, FC-75, RM-101, FC-43, RM-175, FC-5311, FC-5312, trimethylbicyclononane, 
dimethyladamantine and perfluorodecalin, or a combination thereof.  

 

5.  The method of claim 1 wherein said pharmaceutical preparation is oxygenated.  
 

6. The method of claim 1 in which the pharmaceutical preparation is administered at a temperature above the 
body temperature of the patient. 

 

7.  The method of claim 1 in which the pharmaceutical preparation is administered at a temperature below the 
body temperature of the patient.  

 

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the biological agent is a solid.  
 

9.  The method of claim 8 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

10. The method of claim 8 wherein the biological agent comprises a chemotherapeutic agent.  
 

11. The method of claim 8 wherein the biological agent comprises an antibiotic.  
 

12. The method of claim 8 wherein the biological agent comprises a bronchodilator.  
 

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the biological agent is in the form of an immiscible liquid.  
 

14.  The method of claim 13 wherein the pharmaceutical preparation comprises an emulsion.  
 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
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contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  
16. The method of claim 14 wherein the biological agent comprises a chemotherapeutic agent.  

 

17. The method of claim 14 wherein the biological agent comprises an antibiotic.  
 

18.  The method of claim 14 wherein the biological agent comprises a bronchodilator.  
 

19. The method of claim 14 wherein the biological agent is dispersed in the perfluorochemical liquid carrier.  
 

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

21. The method of claim 13 wherein the immiscible liquid biological agent comprises the therapeutic or 
diagnostic agent in an aqueous medium.  

 

22. The method of claim 21 wherein said therapeutic or diagnostic agent is selected from the group consisting 
of antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

23. A method for the delivery of a therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent to pulmonary air passages of a 
patient in need thereof comprising the steps of:  

 

combining a liquid perfluorochemical with an immiscible liquid to form an emulsion wherein said   
emulsion further comprises at least one therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent;  
 

and administering the emulsion to the pulmonary air passages of said patient.  
 

24. The method of claim 23 wherein said liquid perfluorochemical comprises a perfluorocarbon having a 
boiling point greater than about 55.degree. C.  

 

25. The method of claim 23 wherein said perfluorochemical liquid carrier is selected from the group consisting 
of FC-84, FC-72, RM-82, FC-75, RM-101, FC-43, RM-175, RC-5311, FC-5312, trimethylbicyclononane, 
dimethyladamantine and perfluorodecalin, or a combination thereof.  

 

26. The method of claim 23 wherein said emulsion is oxygenated.  
 

27. The method of claim 23 in which the emulsion is administered at a temperature above the body temperature 
of the patient.  

 

28. The method of claim 23 in which the emulsion is administered at a temperature below the body 
temperature of the patient.  

 

29. The method of claim 23 wherein said immiscible liquid is aqueous.  
 

30. The method of claim 23 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

31. The method of claim 23 wherein the biological agent comprises a chemotherapeutic agent.  
 

32. The method of claim 23 wherein the biological agent comprises an antibiotic.  
 

33. The method of claim 23 wherein the biological agent comprises a bronchodilator.  
 

34. The method of claim 23 wherein the biological agent is dispersed in the liquid perfluorochemical.  
 

35. The method of claim 34 wherein the biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

36. The method of claim 34 wherein the biological agent comprises a chemotherapeutic agent.  
 

37. The method of claim 34 wherein the biological agent comprises an antibiotic.  
 

38. The method of claim 34 wherein the biological agent comprises a bronchodilator.  
 

39. The method of claim 23 wherein the liquid comprises the therapeutic or diagnostic agent in an aqueous 
medium.  
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40. The method of claim 39 wherein said therapeutic or diagnostic agent is selected from the group consisting 

of antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactic agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof.  

 

41.  A method for the delivery of a therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent to pulmonary air passages of a 
patient in need thereof comprising the steps of:  

 

combining a liquid perfluorochemical with at least one therapeutic or diagnostic biological agent in solid 
form to provide a dispersion; and  
 

administering the dispersion to the pulmonary air passages of said patient.  
 

42. The method of claim 41 wherein said liquid perfluorochemical comprises a perfluorocarbon having a 
boiling point greater than about 55.degree. C.  

 

43. The method of claim 41 wherein said liquid perfluorochemical is selected from the group consisting of 
FC-84, FC-72, RM-82, FC-75, RM-101, FC-43, RM-175, FC-5311, FC-5312, trimethylbicyclononane, 
dimethyladamantine and perfluorodecalin, or a combination thereof.  

 

44. The method of claim 41 wherein said dispersion is oxygenated.  
 

45. The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent comprises a powder.  
 

46. The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent is selected from the group consisting of 
antibody-linked radionuclides, vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, bronchoconstrictors, bronchodilators, 
anti-cancer agents, surfactants, steroids, antibiotic agents, chemotactis agents, chemotherapeutic agents, 
contrast agents, antioxidants and antiproteases, or a combination thereof. 

 

47.  The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent comprises a chemotherapeutic agent. 
 

48.  The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent comprises an antibiotic.  
 

49. The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent comprises a bronchodilator.  
 

50. The method of claim 41 wherein the solid biological agent comprises a surfactant. 
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SARS and Ozone Therapy: Theoretical Considerations  

 
By  Gérard V. S unnen, M.D. 

 
BACK TO HOME  
 
May 2003 
 
Abstract  
 
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) is a global disease of significant lethality with an expanding 
incidence and prevalence base. Of massive public health importance, SARS presents supremely challenging 
problems in light of its pathogenic capacity and mutational potential. Ozone, because of its special biological 
properties, has theoretical and practical attributes to make it a viable candidate as a SARS virus inactivator 
through a variety of physicochemical and immunological mechanisms. 
 
The Family of Coronaviruses 
 
The SARS virus belongs to the viral family Coronaviridae. which includes two genera, coronavirus and 
togovirus, each showing similar replication mechanisms and genomic organization but distinct genome 
lengths and viral architecture. First identified in the 60's, this family identifies itself by large, enveloped, 
positive-stranded RNA virions. Their appearance is characteristically distinct, with envelopes endowed with 
host cell membrane-tropic petal shaped spikes (peplomers). The large, amply spaced peplomers on the virion 
surface suggests a coronal (crown-like) appearance.  
 
Prior to SARS, Coronaviridae were responsible for relatively mild cold-like syndromes in humans 
corresponding to their predilection for the ciliary epithelium of the trachea, nasal mucosa, and alveolar cells of 
the lungs. At times they were only rarely implicated in serious respiratory illnesses in frail older adults (Falsey 
2002). SARS represents a quantum leap in Coronaviridae infectivity by way of its significant lethality. 
Widely seen in nature, coronaviruses infect a spectrum of animal hosts and are responsible for avian infectious 
bronchitis, murine hepatitis, and porcine gastroenteritis, among others. Of possible significance to humans is 
that animal coronaviruses are able to penetrate into the central nervous system. 
 
SARS: Virion architecture and molecular biology  
 
The SARS virion differs from other members of the Coronaviridae family in its genomic composition. The 
other viral structures, however, are similar, including virion architecture, and the fundamental composition of 
structural and non-structural proteins. 
 
The software for viral replication is the nucleic acid core, a single strand long chain RNA nucleotide. The core 
is surrounded by the nucleic acid coat or capsid. The capsid is rigid and determines the shape of the virus; it is 
made of repeating units called capsomeres. The SARS viral nucleocapsid is tubular with a helical symmetry. 
 
The nucleocapsid is surrounded by an envelope which forms the outer layer of the virion and maintains 
intimate contact with host bodily fluids. As such, it is sensitive to the composition and alterations in its milieu, 
such as temperature, pH, and ionic balance. The viral envelope is formed at the time of budding, an intricate 
process in which the nucleocapsid exits the host cell. In order to do this, it fuses with the host cell membrane, 
appropriating its components to form its own envelope. It is known that the lipid composition of viral 
membranes reflects the lipid composition through which the particles exit. Viral envelopes are composed of 
lipid bilayers associated with a union of carbohydrates and proteins, glycoproteins, and lipids and phosphates, 
phospholipids. Up to 60% of the lipid component of the envelope is composed of phospholipid and the 
remainder is mostly cholesterol. This lipid-carbohydrate envelope is closely articulated with the peplomers 
which determine attachment and penetration into host cells.  
 
The genome composition and sequence of the SARS virus has recently been identified (Marra 2003; Rota 
2003). Marra et al. described a viral genome configuration of 29,727 nucleotides in length, within which exists 
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a gene order similar to other coronaviruses. However, because the genetic composition of SARS does not 
closely resemble any of the three known classes of coronaviruses, they propose a new and fourth class of 
coronaviruses, the SARS-CoV. Postulated, is a hypothesis that an animal virus recently mutated to 
successfully infect humans, or that the SARS virus mutated from a common human coronavirus.  
 
Rota et al. reported a nucleotide sequence of 29,727 in SARS-CoV, with 11 open reading frames. 
Phylogenetic analyses and sequence comparisons showed that the SARS virus is not closely related to any of 
the previously characterized coronaviruses.  
 
Virion structural proteins are essential elements in determining the morphological and functional dimensions 
of the SARS virus. Coronavirus structural proteins include the N nucleocapsid phosphoprotein which binds to 
viral RNA; the membrane glycoprotein M which forms the shell of the internal viral core and is responsible 
for triggering virus assembly ; the protein E associated with the virion envelope; the spike glycoprotein S 
which binds to specific cellular receptors and elicits cell-mediated immunity; and the Hemagglutinin-esterase 
glycoprotein HE forming small spikes on the coronavirus envelope (Knipe 2001). 
 
SARS: Viral replication  
 
The viral replication cycle follows the pattern seen in mammalian viruses and may be divided into several 
stages (Cann 1997; Evans 1997; Knipe 2001). The coronavirus attaches to the membrane of the host cells by 
binding the S and HE proteins of its peplomers to receptor glycoproteins or glycans.  
 
Once cell entry is achieved, the virion sheds its envelope to commence its replication in the host cell 
cytoplasm. It binds to cellular ribosomes and released viral polymerase begins the RNA replication cycle. 
Newly formed nucleocapsids continue their assembly with the acquisition of new envelopes by means of 
budding through membranes of the cell's endoplamic reticulum.  
 
Virions are then released into the general blood and lymphatic circulation, ready to infect new cells, other 
organ systems, and new hosts. 
 
SARS: Clinical findings  
Recently, the clinical manifestations of SARS have been comprehensively described (Peiris 2003). In this 
study of 50 hospitalized patients, fever, chills, myalgia, and dry cough were the most frequent presenting 
complaints. Also reported, were rhinorrhea, sore throat, and gastrointestinal symptoms. 
 
Radiological examination showed evidence of pulmonary consolidation approximately 5 days after the onset 
of symptoms. Laboratory examination showed leucopenia and lymphopenia, despite the presence of fever; 
also anemia, thrombocytopenia, liver enzyme elevations (alanine aminotransferase), and skeletal and heart 
muscle enzyme elevation (creatinine phosphokinase). All these features point to severe systemic inflammatory 
insults.  
 
The incubation of SARS is 2 to 10 days, and in some patients perhaps longer. Viral transmission is achieved 
by the respiratory route where it may infect the new host through aerosol and droplet contact with mucosal 
surfaces of the mouth, nose, throat, and probably the conjunctiva. SARS virions have been found in feces and 
the importance of this route of tranmission is being evaluated, as it is known that several animal coronaviruses 
use this propagation venue. Moreover, since it is appreciated that SARS particles remain viable on fomites for 
48 hours or longer, any eradication effort must address the infectivity of objects in the environment. 
 
The syndrome progresses to severe disease with respiratory distress and oxygen desaturation requiring 
ventilatory support in over a third of patients, approximately 8 days after symptom onset. Mortality has been 
noted to vary according to transmission clusters, ranging from 3 to 20%. This suggests that the etiology of 
SARS depends upon a heterogenous population of viral quasispecies with variable degrees of virulence. 
 
SARS: Genetic creativity  
 
As is the case in the majority of RNA viruses, coronaviruses mutate at a high rate (Steinhauer 1986). Within 
any one afflicted individual, coronaviruses particles do not show a homogeneous population. Instead, they 
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function as a pool of genetically variant strains known as quasispecies. This is due to the high error frequency 
of RNA polymerases, the presence of deletion mutants, the high frequency of RNA recombination and point 
mutations, and the occurrence of defective-interfering RNA (DI RNA). The net result of these diverse and 
complex mechanisms is the continuous spawning of novel virions and divergent quasispecies. Some of the 
genetic creations will find themselves at an advantage in negotiating new host antibody responses and 
pharmacological antiviral countermeasures; and they will propagate accordingly, thus expanding their 
ecological terrain. Other genetic creations will be too lethal to their hosts, work against their own survival, and 
will prove to be non-adaptive. If we can speak of a viral psychology, an efficient survival balance aims 
somewhere between defeat by host defenses on one hand, and viral suicide through aggressive lethality on the 
other.  
 
Ozone: Physical and physiological properties  
 
The oxygen atom exists in nature in several forms: (1) as a free atomic particle (O), it is highly reactive and 
unstable; (2) Oxygen (O2), its most common and stable form, is colorless as a gas and pale blue as a liquid; (3) 
Ozone (O3), has a molecular weight of 48, a density one and a half times that of oxygen and contains a large 
excess of energy in its molecule (O3 ( 3/2 O2 + 143 KJ/mole). It has a bond angle of 127 ( 3(, which resonates 
among several forms, is distinctly blue as a gas and dark blue as a solid; (4) O4 is a very unstable, rare, 
nonmagnetic pale blue gas which readily breaks down into two molecules of oxygen.  
 
Ozone (O3), a naturally occurring configuration of three oxygen atoms, has a half life of about one hour at 
room temperature, reverting to oxygen. A powerful oxidant, ozone has unique biological properties. Since 
medicinal ozone is administered by interfacing it with blood, basic research on ozone's biological dynamics 
have centered upon its effects on blood cellular elements (erythrocytes, leucocytes, and platelets), and to its 
serum components (proteins, lipids, lipoproteins, glycolipids, carbohydrates, electrolytes).  
 
The effects of ozonation on whole blood are extraordinarily complex and are far from adequately elucidated. 
If the biochemical configuration of serum - with its proteins, including enzymes, immunoglobulins, clotting 
factors; its hormones, vitamins, lipoproteins and cholesterol; its carbohydrates including glucose, and 
electrolytes, among others (Dailey 1998) - can be compared to an orchestra, ozone administration can be 
likened to the introduction of a novel and powerful musical instrument, affecting the interactions of all the 
other instruments. 
 
Even though an in-depth analysis of ozone's multifaceted effects upon the panoply of blood constituents is 
beyond the intent and scope of this article (The reader is referred to Bocci, 2002; Sunnen, 1988), the following 
points of research interest are advanced: 
 
Erythrocytes have been extensively studied in relation to ozone administration. Many studies which have used 
erythrocyte suspension in physiologic saline (Kourie 1998; Fukunaga 1999) have found hemolysis at 
relatively low ozone dosages (10 to 30 ug/ml). When ozone is administered in whole blood, however, the 
dynamics of ozone interaction are such that hemolysis begins to be observed at significantly higher doses, 
implying a buffering action of blood constituents. Moreover, the functionality of erythrocyte enzymes are 
maintained, suggesting a protective role of antioxidant systems (Cross 1992). There is some evidence that 
ozone administration may stimulate erythrocyte formation and release (Hernandez 1999). 
 
Leucocytes, intimately connected to immune function, show good resistance to ozone because they possess 
enzymes which protect them from oxidative confrontation. These enzymes include superoxide dismutase, 
glutathione, and catalase. A promising area of research centers on cytokine and interferon stimulation in ozone 
administration and its implication for enhancing immune function (Paulesu 1991; Bocci 1994; Larini 2001). A 
classical adage of ozone therapy is that lower ozone dosages are stimulating to immune action while higher 
dosages become inhibitory (Viebahn 1999). Further research will need to clarify the parameters of this 
phenomenon, as well as the effects of ozone infusion upon different types of leucocytes in relation to the 
disease process being treated.  
 
Ozone: Antipathogenic properties  
 
Recently, there has been renewed interest in the potential of ozone for viral inactivation in vivo. It has long 
been established that ozone neutralizes bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites in aqueous media. This has 
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prompted the creation of water purification processing plants in numerous major municipalities worldwide. 
Ozone's unique physicochemical and biological properties, and environmentally-friendly aspects, have since 
been applied to a panoply of industrial uses such as the packaging of pharmaceuticals, the fumigation of 
homes and buildings (sick building syndrome), the treatment of indoor air in operating rooms and nursing 
homes, and the disinfection of large scale air conditioning systems in hospitals (Rice 2002).  
 
Ozone's remarkable capacities for pan-antipathogenic action has been applied to the treatment of poorly 
healing wounds and burns (Sunnen 1999). A partial list of organisms susceptible to ozone inactivation in these 
clinical situations includes aerobic and anaerobic bacteria, Bacteroids, Campylobacter, Clostridium, 
Corynebacteria, Escherichia, Klebsiella, Legionella, Mycobacteria, Propriobacteria, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, 
Shigella, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, and Yersinia. Susceptible viruses include Adenoviridae, Filiviridae, 
Hepnaviridae, Herpesviridae, Orthomyxoviridae, Picornaviridae, Reoviridae, and Retroviridae. 
Ozone-sensitive fungi include Actinomycoses, Aspergillus, Candida, Cryptococcus, Epidermophyton, 
Histoplasma, Microsporum, and Trichophyton. 
 
Some viruses are more susceptible to ozone's action than others. It has been found that lipid-enveloped viruses 
are the most sensitive. This makes intuitive sense, since enveloped viruses are designed to blend into the 
dynamically constant milieu of their mammalian hosts. This group includes, hepatitis B and C, herpes 1 and 2, 
Cytomegalus (Epstein-Barr), HIV 1 and 2, Influenza A and B, West Nile virus, Togaviridae, Eastern and 
Western equine encephalitis, rabies, and Filiviridae (Ebola, Marburg), among others. 
 
The envelopes of viruses provide for intricate cell attachment, penetration, and cell exit strategies. Peplomers, 
finely tuned to adjust to changing receptors on a variety of host cells, constantly elaborate slightly new 
glycoprotein configuration under the direction of portions of the viral genome, thus adapting to host cell 
defenses. Envelopes are fragile. They can be disrupted by ozone and its by-products. 
 
Lipid enveloped viruses in aqueous media are readily inactivated by ozone via the oxidation of their envelope 
lipoproteins and glycoproteins (Akey 1985; Shinriki 1988; Vaughn 1990; Wells 1991; Carpendale 1991). In 
whole blood, however, ozone's virucidal actions are buffered by the spectrum of its components and ozone 
becomes less effective. This situation is further complicated in the case of retroviruses which ensconce 
themselves within host DNA (Chun 1999), and in Herpesviridae, where virions have the capacity to persist 
indefinitely in their host through the formation of an episome in the nuclei of the cells that harbor them (White 
1994). 
 
Several studies have reported the safety and the benefits of ozone administration in vivo. Wells et al. (1991) 
showed that ozone-treated HIV-spiked Factor VIII maintained its biological capacity; and that, concomitantly, 
there was an 11 log reduction in detectable virions. The improvement of liver enzymes in hepatitis C patients 
after several months of ozone therapy was described (Viebahn 1999; Amato 2000). An 80% hepatitis C viral 
load reduction in 82 patients using AHT was reported by Luongo et al., 2000.  
 
It is remarkable, however, that to date, no adequate double blinded study has addressed ozone therapy in viral 
conditions such as hepatitis B and C, HIV, or herpes. 
 
Ozone: Clinical methodology  
 
Ozone may be utilized for the therapy of a spectrum of clinical conditions (Viebahn 1999). Routes of 
administration are varied and include external, and internal (blood interfacing) methods. In the technique of 
ozone major autohemotherapy (AHT), an aliquot of blood (50 to 300 ml) is withdrawn from a virally-afflicted 
patient, anticoagulated, interfaced with an ozone/oxygen mixture, then re-infused. This process is repeated 
serially, in a manner consonant with the treatment protocol until viral load reduction and symptom abatement 
are observed. 
 
Recently there has been interest in new methods of interfacing oxygen-ozone mixtures with whole blood, 
serum, and serum components (Sunnen and Robinson, 2001). 
 
Another, more experimental and more intensive technique of ozone administration, is called the 
Extracorporeal Blood Circulation Versus O2-O3 (EBOO), which treats the entire blood volume using a 
hollow-fibre oxygenator-ozonizer (Di Paolo 2000). 
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Ozone: Possible mechanisms of anti-viral action  
 
The average adult has 4 to 6 liters of blood, accounting for about 7% of body weight. How can any viral load 
reduction reported via AHT ozone therapy be explained in the face of a technique that treats relatively small 
percentages of blood volume, albeit serially? 
 
The viral culling effects of ozone in infected blood may recruit a variety of mechanisms. Research is needed 
to ascribe relative importance to these, and possibly other mechanisms of ozone's anti-viral action: 

1. The denaturation of virions through direct contact with ozone. Ozone, via this 
mechanism, disrupts viral proteins, lipoproteins, lipids, glycolipids, or glycoproteins. 
The presence of numerous double bonds in these molecules makes them vulnerable to 
the oxidizing effects of ozone which readily donates its oxygen atom and accepts 
electrons in redox reactions. Unsaturated bonds are thus reconfigured, molecular 
architecture is disrupted, and breakage of the envelope ensues. Deprived of an 
envelope, virions cannot sustain nor replicate themselves.  

2. Ozone proper, and the peroxide compounds it creates, may alter structures on the viral 
envelope which are necessary for attachment to host cells. Peplomers, the viral 
glycoproteins protuberances which connect to host cell receptors are likely sites of 
ozone action. Even minimal alteration in peplomer integrity through glycoprotein 
peroxidation could impair attachment to host cellular membranes foiling viral 
attachment and penetration.  

3. Introduction of ozone into the serum portion of whole blood induces the formation of 
lipid and protein peroxides. While these peroxides are not toxic to the host in 
quantities produced by ozone therapy, they nevertheless possess oxidizing properties 
of their own which persist in the bloodstream for several hours. Peroxides created by 
ozone administration show long-term antiviral effects which may serve to further 
reduce viral load.  

4. The immunological effects of ozone have been documented (Bocci 1992; Paulesu 1991). 
Cytokines are proteins manufactured by several different types of cells which, in turn, 
regulate the functions of other cells. Mostly released by leucocytes, they are 
important in mobilizing immune reactivity. Ozone-induced release of cytokines may 
constitute an avenue for the reduction of circulating virions.  

5. Ozone action on viral particles in infected blood yield several possible outcomes. One 
outcome is the modification of virions so that they remain structurally grossly intact 
yet sufficiently dysfunctional as to be nonpathogenic. This attenuation of viral 
particle functionality through slight modifications of the viral envelope, and possibly 
the viral genome itself, not only modifies pathogenicity, but allows the host to 
diversify its immune response. The creation of dysfunctional viruses by ozone offers 
unique therapeutic possibilities. In view of the fact that so many mutational variants 
exist in any one afflicted individual, the creation of an antigenic spectrum of crippled 
virions could provide for a unique host-specific stimulation of the immune system, 
thus designing what may be called a host-specific autovaccine.  

6. A very exiting avenue of research suggests that the virucidal properties of antibodies is 
predicated upon their ability to catalyse highly active forms of oxygen including 
ozone (Marx 2002; Wentworth 2002). A key element in the viral-inactivating 
capacity of antibodies may thus reside in the formation of ozone integral to 
antigen-antibody reactions. Exogenously administered ozone may, in this model, 
amplify the efficacy of antigen-antibody dynamics.  

SARS and Ozone: Special considerations 
 
SARS is produced by a novel coronavirus which has succeeded in finding breaches in the immunological 
defenses in our contemporary human population. It appears to have developed an aggressive balance between 
viral propagation and lethality. 
 
The universal strategy in mastering infections, whether bacterial or viral, is the culling of pathogenic 
organisms to the point where they no longer represent an invasive and replicative threat; and, concomitantly, 
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the elaboration of systems of immune defense capable of neutralizing subsequent viral attacks. This goal is 
achieved mainly through direct pathogen inactivation on one hand, and by the actuation of host immune 
competence on the other. 
 
SARS, as an acute, rapidly progressing, pan-inflammatory infection which, predicated upon the quasispecies 
involved, may present distressful mortality outcomes. A salient clinical configuration of this disease rests 
upon its acute involvement of the respiratory system in its disruption of the harmonious homeostasis of blood 
gases. When pO2 and Pco2 are sufficiently compromised, central nervous system cortical changes in the level 
of consciousness occur which impair volition to breathe, along with depression of the respiratory 
chemoreceptors in the medulla.  
 
Antiviral agents and inhibitors to inflammation (steroids) have, thus far, not been effective in significantly 
softening the virulence of SARS. 
 
Because of its acuteness, SARS is likely to require proactive viral culling. With an estimated 10 billion SARS 
viral particles generated daily - a reproductive magnitude commonly observed in viremic episodes in 
enveloped viruses - it is suggested that ozone administration may likely need to be more intensive than in 
chronic infections, such as hepatitis B and C. Whereas the latter conditions have been addressed with AHT 
frequencies ranging from once daily to once weekly, SARS may require more accelerated attention, either 
with AHT or with EBOO. 
 
SARS and sterilization of the environment  
 
The recent findings that the SARS virus has the capacity to remain infectious on fomites for up to several days 
indicates that it is a hardier organism than most of its other lipid enveloped colleagues.  
 
Predictably, disinfectants such as bleach, phenol, and formaldehyde have been found to be effective in 
deactivating the SARS virus; detergents, however, were less capable.  
 
Caustic liquid agents have the disadvantage of faring poorly in decontaminating complex medical equipment 
and the complex hospital room milieu of SARS patients. 
 
Ozone, in light of its pan-virucidal profile, offers the advantage of existing as a gas, with its attendant ability 
to disinfect poorly accessible spaces. Moreover, ozone has the distinct benefit of reverting to oxygen, while 
liquid-based disinfectants are likely to injure the surfaces to which they are applied, and to leave toxic residues. 
Ozone-mediated environmental decontamination, however, needs to respect stringent protocols to insure that 
the ambient ozone in the process of sterilizing the target environment has time to revert to its stable parent, 
oxygen, without inflicting toxicity to the personnel.  
 
Summary and conclusions  
 
SARS is an acute pan-inflammatory multi-system syndrome caused by a hitherto unknown coronavirus. This 
virion incorporates a novel RNA genome and a lipid bilayered glycoprotein envelope. The SARS virus, based 
upon what is known about Coronaviridae is likely to have a high rate of mutation allowing any one individual 
to harbor numerous quasispecies.  
 
Ozone is a naturally occurring energy-rich molecule embodying unique physico-chemical and biological 
properties suggesting a possible role in the therapy of SARS, either as a monotherapy or, more realistically, as 
an adjunct to standard treatment regimens.  
 
This paper outlines six possible mechanisms by which ozone may exert its antiviral actions. Due to the excess 
energy contained within the ozone molecule, it is theoretically likely that ozone, unlike organism-specific 
antiviral options available today, will show effectiveness across the entire genotype and subtype spectrum of 
SARS. 
 
Ozone has unique disinfectant properties. As a gas, it has a penetration capacity that liquids do not possess. In 
view of the fact that SARS persists on fomites for up to several days, it is suggested that ozone technology be 
applied to the decontamination of SARS-contaminated medical environments. 
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In conclusion, it is suggested that this treatment modality, which has been demonstrated to be innocuous to 
humans and animals in contemporary treatment protocols, be granted research consideration for SARS. It may 
then be found therapeutically useful not only in SARS, but also in future epidemics caused by novel 
organisms which, unfortunately, are certain to emerge. 
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German 

 
74   Offenlegungstag      

 
54 Einbringen yon Gasen in sine Korperflussigkeit 
 

 
57 Die Erfindung betrifft eine Vorrichtung zum Einbringen eines Gases in eine 

Korperflussigkeit, in eine Gewebeflus, sigksit oder in eine Kulturflussigkeit. Die 
Vorrichtung waist mindestens einen Kanal auf, durch den das Gas unter Druck 
stromt. Der kanal besitzt mindestens eine Gasaustrittsoffnug, dutch die des Gas in 
die Flussigkeit austritt. Die Offnung ist dutch eine gasdurchlasslge Barriers 
verschlossen.  

 
 

 
English 

 
 
74  Offenlegungstag.    (Disclosure day.) 
 

(21) Appl. No. :  DE 100 00 823 A 1 
(54) Title:   Bring in the yonder gas to eliminate malignant-flu 
(57)ABSTRACT: 

The invention involves an appliance to bringing of a gas into a malignant-flu’s, into a 
Flus-Tissue of crowd diseases, or a Germany-flu. 

The appliance shows at least one duct and through which the gas under pressure valve. 
The duct possesses at least one “Gasaustrittsoffnung＂ and it was pass through the gas

into the infect position to eliminate. This must be avoid to pass through to breathe freely by the
railings floodgate.   
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Amendment of the Claims Before the International Bureau 
Basis Article 19 (1) 

                                                
 

In the International Bureau of WIPO 
 

Applicant(s)   :  Lin Zhen-man                          ) 
 

Application No.   PCT/SG03/00145                       )  file a brief statement 
 

Filed         :  12 June 2003                           )   
 

For          :    Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected Lungs      
                             

Patent Cooperation Treaty                                cc:  Austrian Patent Office 
International Bureau of Wipo                             Fax :  43 1 534 24 733 
34 Chemin Des Colombettes                               
1211 GENEVA 20 SWITZERLAND                       cc.  Per Designated Office  
 
Authorized officer: 
  

Applicant brief statement for AU search report 
 

1. The search authority of Austrian Patent Office was wrong in refusing to search the 
mailing date on Oct.20, 2003. 

 

2. Therefore, inventor basis on the Article 19 & 34 of PCT law to change the claims, 
description and the drawings on Dec.12, 2003, the amendment claims are divided into 
two different editions: Claims A was used for medicine patent by patent-law of country 
only while Claim B was use for medicine and methods of medical treatment patent by 
patent-law of country, for instance US patent office and so on. 

 

3. The AU search authority to rectify the wrong and gotten searches report on Apr.05, 
2004.  

 

4. But, the AU searches report does not searches report for applicant’s amendment claim A 
only was wrong continually. 

 

5. The AU searches report had crookedness three documents and which were a blind states 
at PCT/ISA/210 shown“ the certain claims were found unreachable”. The search 
authority obviously has to impact fair examine and violate the Rule 33 of PCT law, 
below: 
 

a. The first document US6242472 title“Methods for the pulmonary delivery of 
biological agents＂was shown the medical methods of patent un-involve above 
claim A and different field for patent and only involve PFC of claim B; 

 

b. The second document was not disclosure on the public anywhere in the world, so 
the report must be obtained in the text that is approved as submitted by the 
applicant on PCT Form, because the website master had private copyright! In 
further, why the AU search authority whom could be to forgot the Background of 
the invention had state, the description of invent was also forwarded to 
“WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia (WDC) and the leaders 
WHO were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003, the International Filing 
date could be to extend by the patent law naturally; 
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c. The Apply No.DE10000823A1 was the third document, the title“Bring in the 
yonder gas to eliminate malignant-flu＂(translation) shown the subject matter was 
the gas！The abstract“The invention involves an appliance to bringing of a gas 
into a malignant-flu’s, into a Flus-Tissue of crowd diseases, or a Germany-flu⋯＂
(translation), it goes without saying, this case was not involve above applicant’s 
claims in whichever point of view.    

 
Conclusion 

 
      Under the PCT Article 15 the search authority shall be the subject of international 
search, to go a step further, under the PCT Article 17(2)(a)(1) that the international application 
relates to a subject matter which the International Searching Authority is not required to search 
for the unallied subject matter, the search authority of Austrian Patent Office was wrong for 
above three document. 
 

Under the PCT Rule 33“relevant Prior Art for the International Search＂had stipulated, 
the relevant Prior Art for the International Search must to the public anywhere in the world by 
means of written disclosure⋯ the search authority must to know the search report does not 
search into the unlawful recognition and controversial issue of personal website, as above the 
second document. 

 
The search authority of Austrian Patent Office was once again wrong to made applicant 

difficult for this application, the “the certain claims were found unreachable” of state of 
PCT/ISA/210 was outstanding Misrepresentution Ordinance, but, just the opposite, the AU 
search authority was to play the role of a travesty role to irrefutable evidence for this invention 
was not any relevant to Prior Art for the International Search! 

 
 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 

                                                   
Apr.20, 2004    ____________________________ 
In the International Bureau of WIPO   PCT/SG03/00145 Applicant 
Fax: 41 22 338 7140  
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Application address: 
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